MEDIA PACK

Digital Display
Our website updates with latest news features
uniquely approved by editorial here at MEM
each day. MEM receives on average over 4000
unique daily visitors to www.memuk.org.
BANNER ADVERTISING*
Premium Leader

£895

Prime Leader

£695

Second Leader

£595

Large Rectangle

£595

3:1 Rectangle

£395

Site Takeover

£1,495

Home Category

£595

Post Cat Sandwich

£595

Post Cat Large Rectangle

£495

*All prices are per month

SOCIAL MEDIA SPONSORED POSTING

NEW

10 x Posts (£50 per post)

£500pm

20 x Posts (£35 per post)

£700pm

Basic Supplier Dir. Listing (£50pm)

£600pa

Enhanced Supplier Dir. Listing (£80pm)

£960pa

I wanted to say a big thank you for including BEC Group in the magazine
this month. I’ve just seen the piece and the rest of the magazine. It’s a great
issue with loads of interesting articles, particularly the reshoring one,
which is so good for shining the light on the wealth of manufacturing and
engineering expertise here in the UK.
CLARE ELVY HEAD OF MARKETING, BEC GROUP
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DIGITAL DISPLAY

Digital Display

HOMEPAGE
PREMIUM LEADER
PRIME LEADER

WEB DISPLAY
You know your advert is in front of the right
audience with MEM via placement next to
industry specific news. With use of visual
images, display advertising helps to create
stronger brand awareness.
SITE POST

SITE
TAKEOVER

SITE
TAKEOVER

SECONDARY LEADER

PREMIUM LEADER

LARGE
RECTANGLE

POST CAT SANDWICH
3:1

LARGE
RECTANGLE
HOME CATEGORY

POST CAT SANDWICH

You can also maximise your ROI via the ability to track the performance of
your own advertising. We’re here to help you get the most out of your display
advert with the use of our in-house design team, here to create your artwork
at no extra cost. Choose to book for 2 or more months and you can change
your artwork each month. We have a variety of sizes to suit your advert
artwork or budget - from a full site takeover, to a side banner. Your branding
can be seen over 5,000 times per day. Your visual will appear neatly and
professionally alongside industry leading site content.
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SPONSORED STORY
Each comes with up to 500 words of content and two images.
This editorial feature can have three unique back-links. A story
needs to appear as part of the latest news feed before migrating
to the pre-selected news section of our homepage. As MEM works
with multiple news agencies this needs to be written as a third
person news story and we can help with that.

x3

x6

x 10

Sponsored Story

£250

£500

£750

£1000

White Paper/Extended Feature

£500

£1000

£1500

£2000

Video Feature

£500

£1000

£1500

£2000

DIGITAL EDITORIAL

DIGITAL EDITORIAL

x1

NUMBER OF POSTS

WHITE PAPER/EXTENDED FEATURE
Each comes with up to 1000 words of content and four images.
This editorial feature can have five unique back-links. A
whitepaper or extended feature needs to be entirely supplied
and approved. It must meet our own editorial requirements and
cannot conflict with the style of MEM. We can help with that.

VIDEO FEATURE
Each comes with up to 500 words of supporting content alongside
your unique video. The video needs to be added to an external
source we can link to. These are the most popular features with
our readers and videos should be no more than sixty seconds for
maximum effect. We can help with examples of that.
We can share your digital editorial within a weekly magazine
newsletter which goes out to over 125,000 subscribers. This
newsletter is opened by over 21% of these subscribers in the
first 24 hours and this is how they received the digital copy
of the monthly MEM magazine. We share your digital feature
across social media included in the our rates.
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MAGAZINE NEWSLETTER
Our weekly newsletter is the best source
of the latest stories from across the
industry, delivered directly to our readers.
By advertising on our newsletter, your
brand benefits from reaching over 125,000
targeted industry individuals and company
decision makers.

ADVERTISING

x1

x2

x4

£1495

£2495

£3495

Header Position

£995

£1695

£2495

Middle Positions

£895

£1495

£2195

Footer Position

£795

£1295

£1995

Sponsored Story

£100

£150

£250

Takeover

HEADER POSITION
STORY TITLE

SPONSORED STORY 1
STORY TITLE

SPONSORED STORY 2

NEWSLETTER DISPLAY

NEWSLETTER DISPLAY

TAKEOVER

MIDDLE POSITION

The display spaces are limited to a
maximum of four per newsletter in
availability; so your message won’t be lost.

STORY TITLE

SPONSORED STORY 3

You’ll get your eyecatching brand image
sent out to all of our database of readers
alongside elevant MEM content. If you
have a Sponsored Story on our website
you can also upgrade to have it featured in
the weekly newsletter.

MIDDLE POSITION

View Magazine

MIDDLE POSITION

EVENTS NEWSLETTER
This is sent every two weeks and covers
important up-coming trade events,
webinars and key announcements from
Government. This is received by over
125,000 subscribers and has an average
open rate of 19.3% in the first 24 hours for
the past 12 months.

ADVERTISING

x1

x2

x4

Header

£995

£1695

£2495

Middle

£895

£1495

£2195

Footer

£795

£1295

£1995

Sponsored Story

£100

£150

£250

STORY TITLE

SPONSORED STORY 4
STORY TITLE

SPONSORED STORY 5
FOOTER POSITION
TAKEOVER
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SOLE ADVERTISER EMAIL
This is sent just twice per month alternating from the
Events Newsletter and is in a regular slot expected by
our subscribers. This option is unique to MEM and is
sent with two banners and up to 400 words of unique
content. This is received by over 125,000 subscribers
and has an average open rate of 19.8% in the first 24
hours for the past 12 months. There is a very limited
number available and this is limited to one per
month for a client.
SOLE ADVERTISER EMAIL
Email

x1

x2

x4

£2500

£4000

£6000

NEWSLETTER DISPLAY

NEWSLETTER DISPLAY

The LabLogic Group is immensely proud
of its continued growth linked to an
increased manufacturing output over the
past decade. The recent feature in MEM has
given us an ideal platform to highlight our
experience and expertise to our existing
and future customers and suppliers, as
well as promoting the strong, specialist
manufacturing capability that still exists in
the Sheffield City Region.
RICHARD BROWN GROUP CEO
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Taking a webinar with MEM allows you to
engage a very specific target group Thanks to
the interaction you have with a webinar you
are able to gain an insight into your target
group. You can use chats, powerpoint slides
and videos to engage the participant, the
more interactive the experience the greater
impact it will have to encourage traction.

DIGITAL WEBINARS

DIGITAL WEBINARS

After the webinar has finished you will be able
to recieve the stats of whom interacted.
Webinars give you the ability to follow up on
priority leads and convert them into sales.

WEBINAR HOSTED BY MEM
1 x 30 min Webinar

£3000

2 x 30 min Webinar

£5000

3 x 30 min Webinar

£6000

These are limited to one per month and
additional marketing will be required. A
Webinar must be booked six weeks in advance
to be viable and work best with MEM’s full
support. We recommend a ‘talking heads’
rather than a ‘slides-based’ approach.
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PRINT OPTIONS

PRINT OPTIONS
PRINT ADVERTISEMENTS
For over 15 years MEM printed magazine has
been at the forefront of news and in-depth
features. Premium space in the print copy of
the magazine is always highly sought after and
should be booked early to avoid missing out.
In addition to one-off adverts we offer a range
of packages up-to 18 months in length to allow
you plan your budget effectively.
ADVERT PRICES
Double Page Spread

£2995

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD

FULL PAGE

Full Page

£1995

Size: 303mm (h) x 426mm (w)
Copy Area: 260mm (h) x 400mm (w)

Size: 303mm (h) x 216mm (w)
Copy Area: 260mm (h) x 185mm (w)

Half Page Landscape

£1295

Quarter Page Portrait

£795

HALF PAGE LANDSCAPE

QUARTER PAGE PORTRAIT

Size: 128mm (h) x 183mm (w)

Size: 128mm (h) x 90mm (w)

Working with MEM on their expert
analysis feature has enabled us to
reach a key audience in a targeted
way. Working together, we’ve shared a
great array of content which highlights
our knowledge and expertise, and
demonstrates the results we can deliver
for innovative UK businesses.
TALITHA HEATON MPA
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PRINT OPTIONS

PRINT OPTIONS
PREMIUM ADVERTISER
A full page immediately after contents, with ¼
page landscape banner under contents area.

CONTENTS

ADVERT PRICES
Premium Advertiser

£2995

PREMIER FULL PAGE
Front inside cover, back inside cover or back
outside cover.
ADVERT PRICES
Premier Full Page

PREMIUM ADVERTISER

OUTSIDE BACK COVER

Size: 303mm (h) x 216mm (w)

Size: 303mm (h) x 426mm (w)

INSIDE FRONT COVER

INSIDE BACK COVER

Size: 303mm (h) x 426mm (w)

Size: 303mm (h) x 216mm (w)

£2495

The article in your magazine about
ECAM Engineering is fantastic; It really
has been a pleasure working with
you and your team on the article, the
process was very professional. I am
impressed how much detail went into
putting it altogether, everyone who
has seen it has said the same, even the
artwork on the front cover stood out.
PHILIP ARME - MANAGING DIRECTOR
ECAM ENGINEERING LTD
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PRINT OPTIONS

ANY QUESTIONS?
Contact production on

01484 437314

ADVERTORIAL FEATURES
All editorial and high resolution images
provided by yourselves.

ADVERT CONTENT
All text should be sent digitally via email, either
as a word doc or embedded in the email. If the
text is provided as hard copy then we do not
accept responsibility for any errors occurring
during re-typing.

IMAGES & LOGOS
Sent digitally via email as high resolution JPEGs
(300dpi) or EPS, PNG, Ai files. Letterheads are
only accepted if nothing else is available. Using
letterheads may reduce quality and colour
reproduction.

COMPLETE ADVERTS
All complete adverts must be provided as
print-ready PDFs with embedded fonts and
high resolution images, or alternatively as high
resolution JPEGs (300dpi).
ADVERTORIAL PRICES
Double Page Spread

£1595

4 x Pages

£2795

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD

FULL PAGE

6 x Pages

£3495

Size: 303mm (h) x 426mm (w)
Copy Area: 260mm (h) x 400mm (w)

Size: 303mm (h) x 216mm (w)
Copy Area: 260mm (h) x 185mm (w)
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advertising@memuk.org
01484 437 314
www.memuk.org

